
Our appreciation program aims to provide you and your loved ones with the opportunity to make a donation that is 
meaningful to you. 

We are excited to present a unique way to recognize the generosity of our donors with a different approach to naming 
opportunities. To honour FIRST UNITED’s commitment to reconciliation, we are naming all spaces in the new building 
after either Indigenous and spiritual roots of the land it occupies or Indigenous leaders that were part of the founding 
of Vancouver. 

Make a donation to a specific area in the new building and we will dedicate the space in either your name, family, 
company, or as a memorial or tribute gift. We will reflect this on a plaque beside the Indigenous name of the area. 
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Dedicate the space of your choosing

$5,000,000
Dedicate a full floor  
(1 of 4 floors)

$1,000,000
Dedicate a space around food security
(Kitchen/Dining Room)

$1,000,000
Dedicate a community area 
(Community Help Desk/Drop In)

$500,000
Dedicate an outdoor space  
(Community of Covered Courtyards)

$250,000

Dedicate a space for convening 
(Boardroom/Staff/Volunteer rooms)

$100,000
Dedicate an amenity space  
(Phone Station/Day Sleeping/Computer Lab/Showers)

$75,000
Dedicate a multi–purpose space (4 spaces)

$50,000
Dedicate an executive office (6 spaces)

$25,000
Dedicate an office space (6 spaces)

$10,000

Your contribution could include:
Dedications
(shared between 4-6 contributors*)

Dedications
(shared between 1-3 contributors*)

Below is a list of engagement opportunities we can work on together to achieve your 
philanthropic goals in our community. Recognition for gifts over $10,000 will include:

Space dedication, including recognition of donors, reflected on a plaque for 10 years (when we approach this  
milestone, the FIRST UNITED team will be in touch to give you first right of renewal on your dedicated space) 

Donor Listing in the boardroom/event space

Membership to annual Leadership Circle 

Special invitation to ribbon cutting ceremony and VIP reception

Behind-the-scenes tours

Priority invitations and access to special announcements regarding the campaign and construction

Recognition and acknowledgement in First Forward’s book documenting the project

Gifts $25,000+ include the above as well as your name included on our Recognition Wall

Gifts $100,000+ include the above as well as speaking opportunities where appropriate, and an opportunity for 
your congregation, company or family to share your story about why you give in First Forward’s book

To make a gift please contact  
FIRST UNITED

Address: 320 E Hastings St, Vancouver BC V6A 1P4  

Phone: 778.725.2532

Email: firstforward@firstunited.ca

Charitable Registration No. 82672 6135 RR0001

*Contributors can be individuals, families, funders, companies, or organizations


